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 Today’s gospel begins with the discovery by Mary Magdalene of Jesus’ empty 
tomb. Although perhaps expected for an Easter Sunday liturgy, there is no account of an 
appearance of the risen Lord (though Jesus’ resurrection is mentioned in the other two 
readings). Later, of course, Mary will meet the risen Lord. Now, following her discovery, 
she comes running to Simon Peter and the “other disciple.” Her running and her 
mournful cry, “They have taken the Lord out of the tomb and we don’t know where they 
have laid him,” bespeak the anguish of continuing love and loss. The inference is that 
some human agency (the gardener, the authorities, grave-robbers) have perpetrated this 
final indignity on the Lord; even in death his body is to have no peace. So we are left with 
this tremendous sense of emptiness and loss.  
 At once, Peter and the “other disciple” likewise set out on a “race” of anxious 
love. The “other disciple” arrives first, but does not enter the tomb immediately; rather, 
he bends down and sees on the ground only the linen cloths in which Jesus’ body was 
wrapped. When Peter goes in, he sees something else: the cloth that covered Jesus’ face, 
rolled up neatly in a place by itself. As the other disciple now enters and sees the complete 
picture, he realizes this is a sign: grave robbers do not bother to fold up neatly clothing 
they leave behind! And here the gospel tells us that “he saw and he believed.” He did not 
see the risen Jesus, but he saw enough to remember the scriptural prophecy that the 
Messiah would rise from the dead, and thus came to faith in the resurrection. 
 This “other disciple” stands in there for all of us, believers of subsequent 
generations. Unlike Mary Magdalene, Peter and even the insistent Thomas, we do not 
actually see or feel or touch the risen Lord, and yet we believe! We can see emptiness and 
absence not as failure and loss but, in the light of scripture, as mysterious evidence of 
God’s power to bring life out of death, not only in Jesus on that first Easter morning, but 
also today in so many people who strive to overcome pain and loss in their own lives. 
 The experience of many landmine survivors in various parts of the world speaks 
loudly of this mysterious evidence of the divine power to bring life out of death. 
Wiboonrat is like any other “normal” person and in a crowd no one would notice 
anything strange about her. Only a careful look would reveal that she wears a prosthetic 
leg.  

I stepped on a landmine one day when I was out with my father, brother, 
and sister, cutting bamboo not far from our village (in Thailand). I’d cut 
69 bamboo stalks. I only needed one more and then I could go back 
home. As I reached for that last bamboo stalk, I stepped on a landmine. 
Hearing the blast, my brother and sister ran to help me, but I shouted to 
them to stay back, as there could be more landmines around. I dragged 
myself about 50 meters to a safe area. I was taken to hospital for an 
operation, and when I woke up afterwards I found that I had lost my left 
leg below the knee. At the time I had two children. Soon after the accident 
my husband divorced me because of the loss of my leg. Since then, I 
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started to take care of my children alone, even though my mobility was 
greatly reduced and life became very difficult because I was so slow. A job 
that other people could finish in one day might take me eight to ten days 
to finish. 

 
 Wiboonrat’s spirit of courage, strength, resilience and hope have been a great 
example to those around her. About 10 years ago, government and village leaders invited 
her to join education and training meetings on persons with disabilities at district and 
provincial levels. There she met others in similar circumstances as hers, though she also 
found that there were many in worse situations—some of them could not move or speak; 
some did not have shelter or food to eat. She then became the chairperson of the persons-
with-disability organization in her district. Today, she continues to work tirelessly for 
their cause. She has represented Thailand’s landmine survivors in meetings at provincial, 
national and international levels. “I might be disabled,” she says, “but my heart isn’t.” 
 And so today we celebrate this Easter Sunday with great joy. We celebrate the 
resurrection of our Lord and we celebrate the new life that has been offered to us through 
the gift of God’s love in the death and resurrection of Jesus. Jesus is the hope we have in 
us. The hope that despite the difficulties, pain, suffering and darkness that we encounter 
in our world, the light of Christ’s resurrection, can triumph and will triumph over this 
darkness. And so, as the other disciple, we are called to see and believe—see not with 
physically “disabled” eyes, but with eyes of faith and love, giving us a glimpse of the 
Spirit of God in each one of us. Our eyes might be lacking, might be “disabled,” but our 
hearts are not. 
 
Join Maryknoll missioners in reflecting on ways of building secure societies of “enough” 
by visiting the Maryknoll Office for Global Concerns website.  
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